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1. Introduction.

Recently we showed the following fact in [2]. For two binomial trials E% (ί=l,
2) with parameter pi and cost cτ a procedure 2 is given such that, using the pro-
cedure, the sum of information discriminating two hypotheses pι>pz and pι<p*
per unit cost is asymptotically maximized.

In this paper we shall consider two kinds of normal trials Eτ (ί=l, 2) which
have mean nn, same variance σ2 and cost c^ where we assume mι^m2. The object
of this paper is also to discriminate the hypotheses raι>w2 or mι<,m2. Then the
same procedure as in [2] is optimal and we shall show analogously the asymptotic
behavior of the procedure.

2. Notations and definitions.

We shall denote by Θ 2-dimensional euclidean parameter space. An element of
of the space Θ is expressed by θ=(mι, m2) and we put

#i={(wι, m2):

//2={(wι, m2):

and

B={(mι, m2): mι=m2, (mi,

Then Θ=Hl+H2+B is satisfied. Next let E(ί) be ί-th experiment, and define X^ to
be ί-th random variable given by E™. We assume that Xl+1 occurs in j?«+1> inde-
pendently of the selection of £α), E(2), --, Ew (ί=l, 2, •--). Then we see that Xl9

X2,- ,Xn,- are independent random variables. And let HI be the number of
selections of experiment Ei in the partial n experiments EW,E™, ,E™ and
similarly n2 the number of selections of E2 in the partial n experiments. If θ=(mι,
m2) is an element of Θ, the probability density function of X% at £ICί), f(xt, Θ, Z?Cί))
is known to be following form:
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θ, £«>)=
2σ2 if

-exp
2σ2 if E™=E2.

Then the likelihood function of 0 over the partial w experiments is given by
R.ΐ=ιf(xi, Θ, EM). This is a function of n observations xί9 #2, •••, #n, w experiments
Eα), £*(2), •••, E(1i) and 0. The maximum likelihood estimate θn of 0 over the partial
n experiments is not only a function of n observations xlf x2, •••, xn, but also a
function of n experiments E*α), E(2), •••, E100. Next we shall denote by θn the
maximum likelihood estimate of θ on the subspace a(θn) over w experiments £(1),

J£
1(2), •••, £1(w) where a(Sn) is defined as follows:

a(θn)=θ-Ht if ^Λ€jy t (ί=l,2),

if θn£B.

Definition of discrimination. As a measure of discrimination between two pro-
bability density functions flt /2 Kullback [4] introduced

In our case we can use this measure to express the discrimination between f(x, θ,
E) and f(x, φ, E), i.e.,

(2. 1) 7(0, φ, E1)= { Γlog ^(a?> θ' f }

J ΛL /O, ,̂ Ei)

Similarly we can verify

(2.2)

where θ=(mι, m2) and φ=(mι*, m2*).
Definition of procedure 2- We shall call next policy procedure
=E2 and for ^^2 succesively

: EC1)=EΊ,

(2.3) A« if

E™}

iΦn, θn, Ei)

Cι

^ \ K$n, θ
\ ί

\ c%
n,E2)
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3. Theorems.

First we put

D(θ)={(m1*,m2*): (mι*^mι, mz* ̂ mz) or (mι

where θ=(mι, mz\ and

(3.1)

Using this w*, we define

(3.2)
m\— m2

Moreover, let 8 be ff=(m,m) for fixed Λe[0, 1], where

(3. 3) m=λm\+([.— λ)mz.

Then we can list the following Theorems.

THEOREM 1. Our procedure 2 satisfies the next relation

(3.4) lim S"( "
2_ι 1=1

///? probability 1, where

(3. 5)

fiϊ3. 6)

C(ί) ί5 ̂  Cί?5ί Of

THEOREM 2. ^4«y sequence of experiments E^ (n=l, 2, •••) such that
\imn-»x>(nι/ri)=λ* satisfies also the same result as in Theorem 1, that is,

probability 1.

THEOREM 3. Given any sequence of experiments E^ (n—\, 2, •••)
n-**>(nιlri)=λ (^€[0,1]) and lim^oomin(^i, ^2)=+°°, th
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Iim Sn(§n,θn) λl(θ, 9, E1) + (l-λ)I(θ, θ, g,)
'

Γ-.C«>

zY/2 probability 1.

THEOREM 4. 77z<? /««# function (3. 7) 0/ Λe[0, 1] has only one maximum value
if and only if λ— λ*.

Theorems 1—4 explain that the procedure 2 has the property which is
asymptotically most informative per unit cost for any other procedure.

In order to prove these Theorems 1—4 we need only the following Lemmas.

LEMMA 1. If we execute any procedure, we have always

where ΣE^=EJ means the summation over f=l, 2, •••, n satisfying E^=Ej (/=!, 2).

LEMMA 2. Given the sequence of experiments under the procedure £ £>(w) (n=l,
2, •••), then the probability that £(n)=£ι for all n^k or E^=E2 for all n^k is zero
where k is any fixed positive integer.

LEMMA 3. Under the procedure <£ we have

lim min (HI, ^2)=+°o
n-»oo

with probability 1.

LEMMA 4. Under the procedure <£ we have

with probability 1.

LEMMA 5. Under the procedure £ we have

lim^-^*
n-*oo n

with probability 1.

LEMMA 6. Under the procedure £ we have

lim ffn=θ*

zY^ probability 1.
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These proofs of Lemma 1—6 can be lead analogously as given in [2]. But
proof of Lemma 5 can be given directly from equivalent condition (3. 8) of procedure
<£ as follows.

(3.8) *.

Then under procedure £ we can verify that HI/H approaches to \
as n-*oo with probability 1, and from (2. 1), (2. 2), (3. 1) and (3. 2) the limit value

) of n\\n is equal to λ*.
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